K

eeping up with the ever-changing regulatory environment in California and through the federal
government is challenging. We hear all kinds of rumors, bills passing various houses of government, vetoes, etc. and what actually gets passed into law and
becomes effective can be hard to follow.

The Affordable Care Act has had many legislative
challenges, but to date, nothing has substantially
changed. We do however anticipate some modifications under a new President. Until then, we have to go
with what we know.

AFFORDABLE CARE ACT REPORTING FOR 2015

C

ompanies with 100 or more full-time equivalent employees must begin complying with the ACA coverage requirements in 2015. Companies with 50-99 fulltime equivalent employees have until 2016. Companies
with fewer than 50 employees are exempt.
Under the tax code (sections 6055 and 6056), employers must compile monthly and report annually numerous
data points to the IRS and their employees. This data will
be used to verify the individual and employer mandates
under the law. And although the reporting will not occur until 2016, the data being reported is based on what
happened during 2015. Therefore, we are encouraging
you to get the infrastructure in place to gather that information or outsource this responsibility to a third party. If
you would like a referral, please contact us.

The Aging Workforce

T

he changing demographics in
the United States and the desire
of baby boomers to work longer
than earlier generations has led to a
larger percentage of older employees in the workforce. This growing population of older employees
has led to significantly more claims
of age discrimination being filed
against employers. Consider that
in 2011, the EEOC received 23,465
charges of age discrimination, which
is a 35% increase over a decade earlier. In 2001, the EEOC received only
17,405 age discrimination charges.

For employers, these trends mean
that preventing age discrimination
in the workplace needs to be a priority. The federal Age Discrimination
in Employment Act (ADEA) prohibits employers from discriminating
against employees and applicants
who are age 40 and older when it
comes to any aspect of employment
including:
• HIRING;
• FIRING;
• PAY;
• JOB ASSIGNMENTS;
• PROMOTIONS;

• TRAINING; AND
• FRINGE BENEFITS.
The ADEA applies to employers
with 20 or more employees. It does
not protect workers under the age
of 40.
To help prevent age discrimination
at your organization, here are some
DO’s and DON’Ts to consider:
Don’t allow employees to tease coworkers because of age (as well as
continued on next page
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race, sex, national origin or other
protected status). For example, in
one court case, an employee’s coworkers frequently made fun of
his memory, baldness and certain
speech habits. When he was terminated at the age of 58 and replaced
with a 36-year-old, he filed a claim
of age discrimination.
Do take appropriate action to address discrimination issues as soon
as they arise. A single incident of
one employee teasing another is not
likely to lead to a lawsuit if the employee is disciplined and the behavior immediately stops. But allowing
continuous discriminatory behavior
creates a hostile work environment
that can lead to legal claims.
Don’t ask age-related questions
during job interviews, such as when
did you graduate from high school.
Do make age-neutral decisions
when training and promoting employees. Emphasize skills and performance. Apply standards equally to
all employees.
Don’t base decisions about employees or job applicants on stereotypes, such as older people are not
energetic or able to understand the
latest technology.
Do examine decisions to terminate
employees to ensure they are based

on performance. Decisions must be based
on legitimate business reasons and be
able to withstand the
scrutiny of the EEOC
or a jury. Keep thorough records of employees with poor job
performance. Make
sure there is a paper trail throughout
employment. Provide written warnings when performance is unsatisfactory.
Don’t retaliate against an employee
who makes a claim of discrimination
or reports that a co-worker is being
discriminated against. It is illegal to
fire, demote, harass, or otherwise
“retaliate” against employees or applicants because they filed a charge
of discrimination, complained to
their employers about discrimination, or participated
in an employment
discrimination proceeding (such as an
investigation or lawsuit).
Do provide training
for managers and
supervisors
about
the types of behavior that constitutes
illegal discrimination,
harassment and retaliation. Establish a
comprehensive age
discrimination policy.
Post it on bulletin
boards and feature it
in company media.
Don’t approach layoffs based on age.
In some cases, em-

ployers start layoffs with the highest
paid employees (who tend to have
seniority) or the oldest employees
(because they figure they will be retiring soon).
Do follow the letter of the Older
Workers Benefit Protection Act if you
ask employees to sign waivers in
connection with severance or early
retirement programs. While employers can ask employees to give up
their rights to file age-bias suits, federal law rigidly governs the terms of
those waivers.
Don’t place advertisements looking
for “recent college graduates” or
“young energetic individuals”.
Do be aware that employers generally can’t terminate employees when
they reach a certain age. With rare
exceptions, employees cannot be
forced to retire at age 65, 70 or other age.

Top Five Ways to Engage Employees...

KEEP THEM HAPPY

T

he average American spends
roughly 99,117 hours at work in
their lifetime. Research has shown
that nearly 70 percent of employees don’t care for their job, leaving them emotionally unattached
to their job and able to leave at a
moment’s notice. How can employers change that? Engage with your
employees.
Active engagement doesn’t mean
providing employees with a cost-effective snack at meetings or sending
a generic card during the holidays.
Engaging with your employees
takes more than that.
How do you make sure your
company is worth your employee’s
time? Here are the top 5 ways to
really engage with employees and
make an impactful connection.
1. Value the team. While the customer may always be right; your
employees should come first. Companies often miss this concept. Em-

ployees make sure your clients are
happy and well taken care of. If you
are willing to take such good care of
your clients, you should be treating
your employees even better. They
run your company.
2. Have a meaningful mission.
Your company’s mission is what
drives your company, so make it
meaningful! When hiring your next
employee, you should be evaluating them on how much they believe
in your mission. Hiring employees
that truly believe in the mission and
product.
3. Create an open dialog with
employees at all levels. Put away
the survey, and open your ears, emails, and social media to friendly
conversations.
Many employees
feel intimidated talking to their superiors. Make sure the concept of
an open door policy is understood
at all levels of your company. You
never know, you might hear the

next million-dollar idea from an
entry-level employee … make sure
they feel welcomed and appreciated for their ideas.
4. Support development. Give
employees the ability to develop
their career. No one wants to
stay at a dead-end job. Starting a
mentoring program that allows for
employees to develop their career
by providing them with the knowledge and resources they will need
could allow for you to potentially
hire within the company several
times.
5. Make work welcoming. Sitting
in an uncomfortable chair staring at
wall or computer all day is mentally
draining. You want creativity and
energy flowing out of your employees all day long. Comfort and visualization is important when running
a successful company. Removing
typical cubicles, investing in better chairs, and brightening up the
location can really boost employee
morale.

NAVIGATING THE BACKWOODS OF CHANGE

C

hange is the constant in today’s
rapidly accelerating business
landscape. If your organization is
experiencing change, ask yourself
the following questions.
What in your organization is shifting? What will be different as a result? How will this affect individuals,
processes, controls and customers?
Surprising as it may seem, leaders often announce organizational moves
that no one seems to understand
very well. In the beginning of the
process, sometimes leadership does

not know the answers. However,
understanding
that
employee
engagement diminishes when
the How, What,
When and Where
questions are not
answered should
lead any entrepreneur back to the drawing board to
flesh out important details. Communicating the value of complex

change into easily understandable
sound-bytes is essential and subdues
continued on next page
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confusion while facilitating broader acceptance.
What will be different when this change is implemented? is a another key element. Understanding how
change will effect individual roles is the responsibility of
leaders. Those who dismiss sharing details with their reports and down the line, are asking for varying magnitudes of resistance. If the details are scant or unavailable,
this too should be communicated at each step of the
process.
The first two questions address the practical aspects
of the change process whereas question three (3) deals
with the psychological impacts of transition on those directly affected and even those observing change from a
distance. Psychological transformation happens on various levels and requires individuals to let go of the past in
order to move forward. Leadership must become keenly
aware of this and develop programs and practices that
address the psycho emotional effects of transition (the
experiential part of change). “Bring issues to the table,
build trust and understanding, and give people the tools
they need to move forward through a difficult time,”

says author and organizational behaviorist, William
Bridges and you will see your organization thrive rather
than just survive transition and change.
Written by Joan Ramstedt, PCC. Joan is a 35 year veteran
leadership coach supporting small business growth and one
of our newest additions to our HR team.

PLEASE BE SURE YOU ARE PREPARED
TO COMPLY WITH THE NEW SICK
PAID SICK LAW JULY 1, 2015.
There was also a change to the required content
of Sexual harassment Training that went into effect
this year. We have made those changes are will be
happy to conduct your training, just contact us.
Sacramento has been busy, but to date nothing
new has passed that we have not informed you
about. But, please keep an eye out for our Updates
and Newsletters as we do our best to serve you.

GROUP Spotlight

L

astly for this Quarter’s Newsletter,
we’d like to promote a Group of
businesses that meet to discuss HRrelated matters, primarily compensation and benefits. The Group is opening up its membership and has asked
us to share this with you.
Steve Keyzers has been an active
member of the Southern California
Manufacturing Compensation and
Benefits Group for over 15 years,
serving five years as their Chairperson. As the world of manufacturing
continues to evolve in Southern California, the Group is reaching out to
manufacturing companies with more
than 50 employees and inviting them
to attend meetings and possibly join

the organization. This includes owners, CFO’s, HR Professionals, or any
member in your organization who is
responsible for HR.
Membership in this organization
includes participating in an annual
compensation and bi-annual benefits
survey. As a member of the Group
you can learn about these employee
programs to determine if you are
competitive in attracting top talent.
In addition, at each quarterly meeting, members discuss issues on not
only compensation and benefits, but
workers compensation, recruitment,
employee relations, and employee
activities. The Group also discusses
new legislation and shares how to re-

spond to them. Also, they occasionally bring in guest speakers regarding
current hot topics. The value-add is
the Group allows members to share
experiences and Best Practices to help
everyone with these difficult issues.
If you are interested in learning more
about this organization, please contact
Steve Keyzers at steve@pmiservices.com.
For further information on any
of the topics in this newsletter,
please contact
Steve Keyzers, V.P. HR Services
(626) 219-9000 ext: 121
email : Steve@pmiservices.com

908 S. Village Oaks Drive, Suite 250 • Covina, CA 91724
www.pmiservices.com

A DIVISION OF PRECISION MANUFACTURING INSURANCE SERVICES

Human Resources Expertise and Capability
We help you manage your greatest asset: your employees
As a manufacturing business owner, you need an expert, cost-effective resource to help you
manage your greatest asset: your employees. PMIS provides HR consultation and solutions
specifically designed for manufacturers.

Employee Handbook

Compensation

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Customized for your company
Annual Updates
California Specific
Any State Specific

Job Analysis
Job Descriptions
Base Pay Programs
Incentive Pay Programs

Recruitment and Hiring

Performance Management

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Recruitment Process Outsourcing
Retained Search
Background Checks
Behavioral Profiling Assessments

Key Performance Indicators
Performance Evaluation
Professional Development Plans
Performance Improvement Programs

Workers Compensation & Safety

Employee Relations

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Injury and Illness Prevention Programs
Ergonomic Assessments
Claims Review Consulting
Worker Compensation/Safety Consulting
Safety Training

Employee Communication Programs
Management Coaching
Leadership Development
Problem Resolution
Mediation

Human Resource Administration

Other Services

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New Hire Orientation & On-Boarding
Leaves of Absence
Corrective Action
Terminations
EDD Responses
Government Agency Responses
Policy and Procedure Best Practices

Organization Planning/Development
Regulations Updates
Benefit Program Design/Administration
Career/Succession Planning
Employee Surveys
Investigations
On-Site

(626) 217-9000, ext. 121
Steve Keyzers, V.P.
HR Services
Email: Steve@PMIServices.com
www.PMIServices.com

